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 u
P Webinar discussing Covid Relief Work in

Mumbai and the path to Zero Hunger by
Mithila Naik-Satam; Khaana Chahiye

Webinar on SDG 13 - Climate Action by
Maitreyi Koduganti

Project uP celebrates humans uplifting
the world with acts of kindness with Mr.
Bezwada Wilson; proponent of
eradication of manual scavenging &
Founder of Safai Karamchari Andolan.

Call for papers for International Journal
for Policy Sciences and Law (under the
aegis of Project uP).
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The Volume Two of The Impact Hour Newsletter

attempts to lay down the stories of inspiring women

across all ages. The first issue narrates the

endeavours of Indian leaders, their contribution

during the colonial period, and how they paved the

way for women emancipation. The second issue tells

the enigmatic stories of inspiring women in the Vedic

age. These women set the cornerstone for education

and spirituality in an era deemed to be overly

conservative, religious, and backward. This newsletter

addresses the position of women in the Vedic age,

the inequalities and privilege in place, and how their

lives set a historic precedence for women across all

ages. The third issue will deal with women in the post-

independence era and how their resolve to gain rights

have championed our cause in the contemporary era.

The issues also include book recommendations and

FAQs for a better insight into the lives of the women

and a historical context of the periods mentioned.
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The position of women during the Vedic age has been an

ongoing debate since the past few decades. Religious liberals

and conservatives alike, agree on the fact that “feminists”

existed way before the 21st century; that the Vedic period for

women is rightfully known as the “golden age”. The Vedic period

from 1500-500 BC illustrates a highly evolved society where

women were accorded equal status and privilege as men. One

of the eight major marriage systems practised during this period

was that of a “Gandharva Vivaha”. Here, a woman (albeit, from

royal families) had the freedom to choose her partner from a

row of eligible bachelors.

The Impact Hour Newsletter

Women in the Vedic Age
"O Yajnavalkya, which is above the sky, that which is beneath the earth, that

which is between these two, sky and earth, that which people call the past and
the present and the future - across what is woven, warp and woof?" -Gargi
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While most women adhered to domestic life, they also had the

freedom to remain celibate, unmarried, live like an ascetic; and for

some, even be independent of male supervision. Women

contributed to the economic status of the family by engaging in

spinning, weaving, and needlework. Apart from domestic

housework, women mastered different art forms such as dance,

music and martial arts. Women participated in political decision-

making in the ‘Sabha’ and also partook in religious ceremonies

along with her husband. Funeral hymn(s) in the Rig Veda cites

evidence of widow remarriage. Legal prostitution to make a living

was also allowed under specific codes of conduct. Most

importantly, society recognised women as contributing members

and didn’t discard them as mistresses confined to the household.

They were respected for portraying these multidimensional roles

that sought to balance individual, as well as familial lives. The

equality of educational opportunities in the Vedic age is deemed

to be a governing factor in the position of women as powerful

entities in control of their destiny. The Mahanirvana Tantra stated

that “A girl should be brought up and educated with great care”.

The Impact Hour Newsletter
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The formal initiation into learning, better known as Upanayana
Samskara, was conferred onto both boys and girls when they
turned seven. Children were admitted to ‘Gurukuls’ that
practised co-education. With the advent of women teachers
called Upadhyayanis, an increasing number of women-centric
educational institutions sprung forth where girls received both
literary and cultural education.

Scholars were highly reputable figures in the Vedic society; and it
wasn't a position restricted to men. Similar to their male
counterparts, women learned the Vedic texts during their
education. They imbibed great depth and understanding of the
religious scriptures as women seers largely contributed to the
hymnal collection of the Vedic canon. The Rig Veda consists of
more than thousand hymns, of which, 27 have been attributed to
women scholars. These hymns are deeply devotional and
intimate compositions by exceptional women who mastered the
art of Vedic literature. Known as Brahmavadinis, they were the
embodiment of intellectual and spiritual eminence who
embraced a knowledgeable and virtuous life. 
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They serve as testimony to the presence of women in male-
dominated spaces with some even being revered as doctors and
philosophers in their own right.
While one could argue that the 'liberties” enjoyed by women during
the Vedic age was nothing short of miraculous, it is certainly
believed to be an upper-caste privilege held by the daughters and
wives of influential people. The earlier Vedas often overlooked the
lower classes and paid more heed to the elites; and in extension,
the elite women of the society. The goddesses worshipped were
far less important than the gods, women sages mentioned are few,
and women priestesses or women are absent from receiving
Dana/Dakshina. Moreover, the presumption that these Vedic laws
are applied to and followed by the entire society is a bit far-
fetched. These canonised scriptures were ultimately prescriptive in
nature, with little to no evidence of the ‘liberal’ laws being enforced
in real life. Hence, it comes as no surprise when people cease to
believe in the existence of these “feminist icons” as mere spectral
entities. Yet, despite all the ambiguity, the one thing that people
seem to find consensus in is the fact that educated women in the
Vedic period—as anatomical beings or a phantom presence—have
continued to inspire women across all generations and ages.
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GHOSHA

As most women-sages were believed to be mere abstractions

in the Vedas, Ghosha was one of the few women who had a

definite human form and legacy. Skilled in Vedas and scriptures,

Ghosha was a prominent philosopher of the Vedic period. She

was also known as the "mantradrika", which means "proficient in

mantras". Ghosha led a spiritual life and composed two hymns

recorded in the tenth Mandala (hymnal book) of Rigveda; each

containing 14 verses. While the first hymn eulogises the Ashwins,

the second hymn expresses an intimate desire to lead a married

life with an educated husband who would engage in

philosophical debates and discussions with her. Suffering from

an incurable illness (considered to be leprosy through her

hymns), Ghosha remained celibate for a long period. Her ardent

prayers to the Ashwins made her gain the science to restore

youth and acquire immense knowledge through the Vedic

pedagogy of Madhu Vidhya. Ghosha was eventually cured of

her disease, and also experienced marital bliss while continuing

to lead a spiritual life.
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LOPAMUDRA

According to legend, Lopamudra was created by sage

Agasthya and given as a daughter to the childless King of

Vidarbha. Brought up amidst the lap of luxury by the royal

couple, Lopamudra received the best education possible. As

she grew up to be an independent thinker and decision-maker,

Lopamudra accepted Agastya's hand in marriage upon

reaching the age of marriage. Although the latter warned her of

his inability to provide a royal lifestyle, Lopamudra asked him to

grant her the wealth of his knowledge. She left her luxurious

abode for Agastya's hermitage and is said to have been a

dutiful wife who served her husband for a long time. The Rig

Veda accounts of long conversations between Agasthya and

Lopamudra that testified the latter's greatness and intelligence.

Lopamudra also composed a hymn called Rati Love - an

impassioned plea for Agasthya‘s affections. This six verse, two

stanza hymn emphasised on the importance of sexual

gratification in marriage as a guide to spiritual enlightenment

and absolution. 
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MAITREYI

The power of her hymn made the sage realise his responsibility

as a husband. The further birth of their son, Dridhasyu, became

the catalyst for the sage’s fulfilment of his pithrus, and eventual

salvation. Along with her husband, Lopamudra was renowned

for disseminating the eminence of the Lalitha Sahasranama,

hymns stating the thousand names of the Divine Mother, Devi

Shakti. Lopamudra's desire for spiritual knowledge and sexual

attention attests to the veracity of her character as a dauntless

woman; unsubdued by the submissiveness of her age, gender,

and time.

Maitreyi was a Brahmavadini and philosopher. She was well

versed in the Hindu scriptures and is accredited to have

composed ten hymns in the Rig Veda. Her most famous

discourse explores the concept of the “oneness of the Soul” or

Atman and the “ultimate reality” or Brahman. 
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GARGI

As a learned woman and seeker of knowledge, Maitreyi

constantly challenged Yajnavalkya’s theories and contributed

towards the enhancement of her sage-husband’s spirituality.

When given an opportunity to gain her husband’s wealth,

Maitreyi proposed she would rather partake in the wealth of

immortality and discard worldly riches. Maitreyi was believed to

have been imparted with the doctrine of the soul and the

knowledge to attain immortality.

Gargi was a Vedic prophetess and composer of deeply

existential hymns. Her expertise in Vedic studies was highly

regarded, as were her frequent invitations to participate in

philosophical debates with her male counterparts. Once, when

the King of Videha organised a philosophical congress or a

'brahmayajna', Gargi challenged Yajnavalkya by probing him

with a series of questions on the soul or “atman” and the origin

of existence.
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VAAK AMBHRNI

Although her initial dialogues were metaphysical, Gargi took an

altered approach when she asked a question so specific that it

perplexed the sage. She asked, "since this whole world is woven

back and forth on water, on what then is it woven back and

forth?", a commonly known cosmological metaphor that

expressed the unity of the world in its essential

interconnectedness. Her array of questions about the universe

of the suns, the moon, the stars, and the gods silenced even the

greatest of Vedic rishis and scholars in the court that day.Gargi

is honoured as one of the greatest natural philosophers in Vedic

Literature. She is the author of Gargi Samhitaand, and also co-

authored a classical text on Yoga, Yogayajnavalkya Samhita,

with the sage Yajnavalkya. Gargi was also one of the Navaratnas

in the court of King Janaka of Mithila.

In the Vedic age, many women seers were the wives or children

of great Rishis. Like most of her contemporaries,
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Vaak Ambhrni was a Rishika, proficient in the Vedas.Inspired by

the knowledge of the Self, she composed the Devi Sukta (also

known as Ambhrni Sukta). It occurs in the 10th Mandala as

Suktam number 125, consists of 8 verses, and is dedicated to

the goddess of Vaak. Considered to be one of the most

essential annals of Vedic history, her wisdom is exalted in the

last lines of Devi Mahatmyam till date. Records also speak of her

as the only woman seer through whom Goddess Durga

bespoke as Vaak Devi.
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FOR THE READERS

Book Recommendation!

Women in Vedic Literature by Dr. Sushma Shukla
Women of India: Their Status Since the Vedic Times by Arun
R Kumbhare
Yogayajnavalkya Samhita by T.K.V Desikachar
Gargi Samhita by Gargi Vachaknavi

Rig Veda

Sama Veda

Yajur Veda

Atharva Veda

What are the Vedas?

The Vedas, meaning “knowledge", are the oldest texts of

Hinduism. Derived from the Indo-Aryan culture of the Indian

Subcontinent, the Vedas originated as an oral tradition that

was passed down through generations before finally being

written in Vedic Sanskrit between 1500 and 500 BCE (Before

Common Era). The texts which make up the Four Vedas are:  

FAQs
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Aranyakas - rituals, observances

Brahmanas - commentaries on said rituals

Samhitas - benedictions, prayers, mantras

Upanishads – philosophical narratives and dialogues.

Each of these is further divided into types of text included

within them:

Are the Vedas and Manusmriti similar?

No, they are not similar. The Vedas, known as shruti or ‘what is

heard’, are considered to be timeless divine revelations.

Manusmriti is a smriti or ‘what is remembered’, which compiles

the work of man, subject to change with time (kala), place

(sthan) and participants (patra).While many Hindu’s believe

Manusmriti to be a holy book of laws, it is really a code of

conduct put together by brahmins; mainly for brahmins and

few "upper" caste communities. Since its composition,

Manusmriti was seen as the foremost “dharma-shastra”,

overshadowing all other law books; including the

comparatively liberal Veda.
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The Impact Hour Newsletter is a
comprehensive written edition of the
weekly live sessions hosted by Project
uP on Instagram. The Impact Hour
lives started as a talkshow with a
mission to spread awareness about
various social issues and create an
impact on its viewers. Its success
paved a path for further expansion
with the creation of the newsletter,
which aims at covering the most
significant issues under an umbrella
topic in each volume. Its aim is to
create an impact in the reader's mind
by providing a deeper insight to the
topic.
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